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Many persons leaving old South Pole Station in
No-ember 1973, having spent a year there, noted
lonitudina1 ridging of their fingernails during the
yea. The station is isolated from mid-February to
No-ember. For the first time this ridging was docu-
meited photographically during the 1974 austral
wirter.

longitudinal fingernail ridging is a normal senile
chaige, and is also commonly seen as a reaction to
trainia to a fingernail. Varied fingernail changes also
ma' result from vitaminvitamin deficiencies.

Ifineteen of the station's 21 persons participated in
thb study. Fingernails of both hands were photo-
graihed once during the summer (November 1973
thnugh January 1974) and again in early August.
An Olympus Pen-F camera with a 50- to 90-mnilli-
meer lens was used with Kodak Plus-X pan film.
Fun processing was -done at the station. Comparison
of )hotographs was done by magnified direct visual-
izaion of negatives. Since a difference in lighting may
carse a difference in photographic appearances of
ridges, only gross changes in ridging were taken as a
potive fingernail change. Each fingernail was eval-
uatd positive or negative for ridging development
over elapsed time. Only changes in rid ging were
stulied; no reliable means of determining degrees of
riding was available.

At the August photographic session a short ques-
tionnaire was given to each participant to gather
data on possible ridge-inducing factors. Eighteen of
the 19 participants had positive changes for at least
one fingernail; there were no cases of decreasing
ridges. The 19 participants were divided into two
grcups: those with positive changes for five or more
fingers, and those with positive changes for four or
fewer fingers. The first group contained nine persons
and the second contained 10.

it seems clear, therefore, that fingernail ridging had
occurred appreciably. This binary partition, however,
did not relate statistically to the following factors de-
ternined mainly by the questionnaires: length of the
summer study period; age; occupation; intake of
multivitamin tablets; use of hand lotion; use of a
steam bath; noticed nail growth changes; noticed nail
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brittleness changes; previous arctic or antarctic winter
isolation: handedness of the individual. Some of these
factors may indeed be involved in ridge development,
but a larger study group would be required to deter-
mine this.

Ridging may be a stress reaction to duty at old
South Pole Station, Among other stresses, the station
consists of small subsurface buildings with connecting
walkways. The temperature along these walkways is
about —25°C. Hands thus are subjected to many
short but sharp temperature changes each day since
gloves are not worn when going from one building to
another.

The etiology of this ridging phenomenon is not
clear; it is one more manifestation of complex physio-
logical adaptation to the Antarctic.

The author is grateful to 1974 winter personnel at
old South Pole Station for their coopelation in this
study. Photographs cited in this paper are available
from Dr. Cope at 415 7th Street South, Saint Peters-
burg, Florida 33701.
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The Committee on Polar Research (CPR), estab-
lished in January 1958, advises on U.S. polar research
programs and represents the National Academy of
Sciences (NAs) in the affairs of the Scientific Com -
mittee on Antarctic Research (SCAR), International
Council of Scientific Unions. J . H. Zumberge, Uni-
versity of Nebraska, Lincoln, is U.S. delegate to
SCAR. He also chairs the CPR, which is supported by
National Science Foundation contract C-310.

The CPR held its 34th meeting in Boulder, Colo-
rado, October 26 and 27, 1973, and its 35th meeting
at the National Academy of Sciences, Washington,
D.C., April 26 and 27, 1974. Four panels and 3 ad
hoc groups also met during 1973-1974.

A systematic rotation plan was initiated during
1973-1974 for the nearly 100 scientists who serve on
the CPR and its subgroups, with rotation of one-fourth
of its membership annually. Several new members
were appointed to replace those whose terms had
expired.
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What follows is a list of international and domestic
CPR-affiliated activities during 1973-1974.

International activities

SCAR executive council, July 9 to 11. 1973, Cam-
bridge, England. Mr. DeGoes, CPR executive secre-
tary, participated. Agenda included preliminary plan-
fling for 13th SCAR Plenary Sessions and for 3rd
SCAR/ International Union of Biological Sciences
(luBs) Symposium on Antarctic Biology (held in
Washington, D.C., August 1974).

SCAR working group on geology, August 27 to 31,
1973, Canberra, Australia. C. Craddock participated.
Invitation to hold a SCAR geology symposium in Wis-
consin in 1976 or 1978 considered; Dr. Craddock
elected to chair geology working group.

Second International Conference on Permafrost,
July 16 to 28, 1973, Yakutsk, Soviet Union. In
collaboration with NAS Building Research Advisory
Board (BI&B), CPR members T. L. Pwé, J . Brown,
A. H. Lachenbruch, J . W. Marr, and A. L. Wash-
burn served on U.S. planning committee.

International Polar Experiment (P0LEx) planning
meeting, December 10 to 14, 1973, Leningrad, Soviet
Union. Participants included D. J . Baker, Jr., C. H.
Rooth, W. W. Kellogg, and N. Untersteiner, all mem-
bers of joint POLEX panel sponsored by the CPR, the
U.S. committee for the Global Atmospheric Research
Project (GARP), the Committee on Atmospheric
Sciences, and the ocean science committee of Ocean
Affairs Board. Meeting called by joint planning staff
for GARP to formulate international scientific plan.

First assembly of the International Association of
Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics/International
Association of Physical Oceanography, January 14 to
261 1974, Melbourne, Australia. Emerging interna -
tional P0LEx/GARP program was discussed.

Domestic activities

Committee on Polar Research, October 26 and 27,
Boulder, Colorado (34th meeting). J . 0. Fletcher
reported on recent developments within the Office of
Polar Programs (o), National Science Foundation;
R. A. Helliwell reviewed winter 1973 results of upper
atmosphere research at Siple Station; CPR panels re-
ported on recent activities; A. E. Belon, J . Thie,
D. M. Anderson, E. Lathram, 1M. F. Meier, and R. S.
Williams surveyed Earth Resources Technology Satel-
lite arctic imagery; status of SCAR activities was re-
ported by Dr. Zumberge, W. S. Benninghoff, J . T.
Shurley, and Mr. DeGoes. In executive session, the
CPR considered a review of Interagency Arctic Re-

search Coordinating Committee (IARCc) 5-year)Ian,
and a report of recent developments within theNAs
regarding reorganization, emerging reports, an fu-
ture CPR activities. A three-person working grouç was
appointed to recommend CPR reorganization neas-
ures.

Committee on Polar Research, April 26 anc 27,
1974, Washington, D.C. (35th meeting). Mr. F1eher
and others reviewed opp programs and activties;
status of Alaska pipeline reviewed; plans discissed
for SCAR plenary sessions and SCAR/IUBS biology ym-
posiuni. In executive session, CPR reviewed and en-
dorsed report by ad hoc permafrost study group and
received report on restructuring CPR and increing
liaison between CPR and other NAS committees. CPR
approved the following: resolution of upper atnos-
phere physics panel on siting of new observabry;
recommendation that 3rd SCAR Symposium on
Antarctic Geology and Solid Earth Geophysin be
held in 1977 at Madison, Wisconsin; recomrneida-
tion that standing panel on permafrost researci be
established under the CPR; resolution calling for the
CPR to seek more information and to monitor dvel-
opments regarding proposed International Geoplysi-
cal Circumpolar Program.

Panel on biological and medical sciences, October
24 and 25, 1973, Boulder, Colorado. Panel revieNed
sCAR/luBs biology symposium plans, status of panel
reports in preparation, antarctic research papers )re-
sented at 1973 Committee on Space Research imet-
ing, structure and membership of panel, recommerda-
tions to the CPR on rotation of members, and a pro-
posal for formation of a new panel on human biobgy
and medicine. Planning for SCAR/IUBS biology s,m-
posium included setting procedures for reviewing U.S.
abstracts, and establishment of a symposium arrarge-
ments committee.

Panel on glaciology, March 18 and 19, 174,
Tempe, Arizona. This meeting was reported in the
May/June 1974 issue of Antarctic Journal (page c2).

POLEX panel, November 5 to 8, 1973, Tucson,
Arizona. A final draft of U.S. contribution to the
Polar Experiment: part 1, POLEX-GARP (north) was
prepared (after NAS and CPR review, the report was
issued in May 1974). R. M. Goody resigned as panel
chairman, replaced by D. J . Baker, Jr.

POLEX panel, June 18 and 19, 1974, Seattle,
Washington. Preliminary draft of U.S. contribution to
the Polar Experiment: part 11, POLEX-GARP (south)
was prepared.

Ad hoc meeting of IARCC advisory group, August 15
to 17, 1973, during American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) meeting at Fair-
banks, Alaska. Five-year IARCC plan was reviewed,
documented, approved by the CPR with minor re-
visions, subjected to NAS review, and transmitted to
T. 0. Jones, IARCC chairman.
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Ad hoc meeting of IARCC advisory group, August 15
to 17, 1973, during AAAS meeting at Fairbanks,
Alaska. Members discussed writing assignments for
Priorities for basic research on permafrost. The study
group, at the CPR's request, reviewed a BRAB proposal
for establishment of a committee on permafrost engi-
neering developmental research. It was agreed that a
permafrost research group should he established under
the CPR; a second group, under the BRAB. would deal
with developmental problems. Coordination of the
two groups is to be by dual memberships (including
chairpersons of the groups).

During 1973-1974, in addition to those already
mentioned, the CPR issued the following reports:

United States antarctic research activities, 1972-73,
and United States antarctic research activities planned
for 1973-74 (leport 15 to SCAR, August 1973).

Earth science investigations in the U.S. Antarctic
ReJ

7-June
arch Program (USARP) for the period July 1,

19 	30, /973.
uthern ocean dynamics: a strategy for scientific

exoration, 1973-1983.
tarctic glaciology: guidelines for U.S. program

plfling, 1973-1983.
Upper atmosphere physics research in the Antarc-

tic: guidelines for U.S. program planning, 1973-1983.
2. program for use of automatic stations in upper

atn osphere physics research in Antarctica.
ntarctic geology and solid-earth geophysics:

gut ielines for U.S. program planning, 1973-1983.
Most of the above reports, including those men-

tio ed earlier, are available from the Committee on
Polar Research, National Academ y of Sciences, 2101
Co stitution Avenue. Washington, D.C. 20418.

ntarctic Marine Geology Research
Facility, 1973-1974

DENNIS S. CASSIDY and SHERWOOD W. WISE
Antarctic Research Facility

Department of Geology
Florida State University

Tallahassee, Florida 32,706

)tiring 1973-1974 the Antarctic Marine Geology
Research Facility and Core Library, Florida State
University (Fsu '), distributed, inventoried, and main-
tained southern ocean geological specimens, modified
refrigerated storage areas in preparation for the re-
ceipt of Dry Valley Drilling Project (I)Vup ) sediment
cores, acquired and installed new equipment for

DVDP core sampling, and reorganized and cataloged
the Smithsonian Oceanographic Sorting Center's
marine rock collection transferred to the facility in
June 1973 (Schmid, 1973).

Other activities included research by four FSU in-
vestigators aboard legs 35 and 36 (third and fourth
antarctic cruises) of the Deep Sea Drilling Project
(DSDP) vessel Glornar Challenger, and the inde-
pendent research efforts of resident and visiting in-
vestigators.

From July 1, 1973, to June 30, 1974, 1,820 piston
core and 298 trigger and phieger core samples were
distributed from USNS Eltanin (renamed ARA Islas
Orcadas) materials. Also distributed were eight
Eltanin grab sample specimens and 12 International
Weddell Sea Oceanographic Expedition piston core
samples. The samples were received by 17 investiga-
tors representing 10 foreign and domestic institutions.

Much curatorial effort in recent months involved
the removal of approximately 30 aisle meters of un-
used piston core storage shelving and the installation
of metal rack units to accommodate standard H, N,
or P DVDP core boxes and other bulk storage con-
tainers. Rack units with a shelf capacity of 65 cubic
meters (about 2,700 drill core boxes, each core box
holding 3 linear meters of core) were installed in the
2°C. refrigerated storage room. Similar units, with
a total shelf capacity of 15 cubic meters (or about
700 drill core boxes), were installed in the
storage room (figure) containing all DVDP sedimentary
materials from holes 4 to 9. Storage temperature in
this rooin is maintained by a refrigeration unit that
keeps temperatures as low as —32°C. An additional
unit, to be installed later, will back up the present
unit to Provide a dual system for emergencies. Low
temperature storage, of course, is required for the
preservation of ice-cemented sedimentary materials.

An additional 30 meters of adjustable metal
shelving has been installed in the 2°C. storage area
primarily to accommodate the Smithsonian marine
rock collection. Several instruments have been ac-
quired to help sample these rocks and DVDP cores.
The acquisitions include a 40-centimeter industrial
drill press for diamond core drilling, a diamond-
bladed cut-off saw, and diamnond-bladed slabbing and
trim saws; these methods all utilize the fluid recircu-
lation cutting method.

Preliminary sampling and inspection of DVDP cores
stored at FSU was begun by seven visiting investi-
gators coordinated by Peter Webb, Northern Illinois
University. Environmental monitoring of the sampling
area was done by Roy Cameron, Darwin Research
institute. All sampling was done according to guide-
lines of the i)vf)p sample distribution policy as outlined
in DJDP Bulletin, 2 (Northern Illinois University,
1973). This group's efforts are expected to stimulate
interest in sampling these and future DVDP materials.
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